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Instructions: 
1. Write each section in separate answer sheet.
2. Numbers to the right indicate full marks of the question.
3. Make appropriate assumption whenever necessary.

SECTION-I 

Q-1 Attempt the following (any ten) 20 
1. What are various PHP tag styles? Write one example of each tag style.
2. What are the two differences between a class constant and static method or

3. 
4. 

static property? 
What is a jagged array? Write one example of jagged array.
Explain explode function with its general syntax and example.

5. What do you mean by superglobal variable? Write only name of any
two superglobal variables.

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Differentiate == (= =)and === (= = =) PHP operator with appropriate
example.
Write only name of any four character classes used in POSIX style regular
expression.
What is the meaning of following special character used in POSIX regular
expression outside square bracket

I. /\ II. . ( dot)

Write only name of various data types available in PHP.
What will be output of the following code:

$value = 3.48;
$ceil = ceil($value ); 
echo "<br> $ceil "; 
$floor = floor($value); 
echo "<br> $floor"; 

11. What is an associative array? Write one example of associative array.

12. What do you mean by weakly typed language? Is PHP weaked type
language?

Q-2 Attempt the following (any four) 20 
1. What are the PHP's strength?Explain any three PHP's strength compare to its

competitors.
2. What do you mean by identifiers for PHP? Write the rules for identifiers.
3. List and explain any five built-in methods of Exception class.

4. Explain the meaning of following for Object-Oriented concepts in PHP:
I. class II. object III. interface IV. overriding V. polymorphism

5. Explain the following function with appropriate example.
1. func_num_args ii. func_get_args iii. Shuffle
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